Membership

The membership in the KCU represents the logical step following passing the exams within the accounting certification system.

The membership in KCU helps maintaining the technical skills and the professional level and provides the appropriate support.

The prerequisite of becoming a member of the Chamber is the completed Czech or other comparable professional education or membership in an IFAC member body.

Who are we

Since 1999 Chamber of Certified Accountants (KCU) is a professional body representative of certified accountants in the Czech Republic

We are the major platform for the accounting professionals

We are member of IFAC

We are member of AmCham and the Union of Industry- and Transportation

We cooperate with other relevant professional bodies in the Czech Republic and abroad

Our goals

Development and improvement of the status of the accountancy profession in the Czech Republic

Increasing the image of the profession

Guarantee for the technical skills and quality

Supervising compliance with ethical code and other professional rules

Professional education for members and public

Service for our members

We offer to members

Wide range of information, professional and marketing services, support in ethical questions

Continuous professional development

Better chances in the employment market

Business contacts

Professional insurance

Discounts and better conditions offered by numerous cooperation partners
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Professional information service

- Comprehensive and regularly updated homepage
  - News not only about accounting
  - Monitoring of regulatory changes and legal update
  - Methodology and technical releases
  - Technical discussions and online chats with the best experts
  - Well structured announcement of seminars and other events
  - Job offers
- E-Mail newsletter (3 times monthly)
- Printed bulletin (4 times a year)
  - Technical updates, commentaries, news and interesting issues regarding the profession
  - Precedents and interpretations
  - Information service regarding the pronouncements of Ministry of Finance
  - Announcements released by the Chamber of Tax Advisors and the Coordination Committee of the Tax Supervisory Body

Professional education and advisory service

- Continuous professional education
  - Trainings, best lecturers
  - Cooperation with wide range of partners
  - Discussions relating to professional topics
  - Club evenings
- Advisory services
  - Cooperation with the leaders within the profession
  - Networking, experience and know how transfer
  - Business contacts, lawyer support, career advice
  - Professional insurance

Marketing service

- Professional graduation titles CA (Certified Accountant) and CAE (Certified Accounting Expert)
- Business cards and stamps using the design of the Chamber
- Application of the KCUllogo on member homepages and business cards
- Support by using KCUPR releases
- E-mail address surname@komora-ucetnich.cz
- Presentation of the members using the KCUhomepage

Other events

- Supporting the coherence of the community of certified accountants
- Informal meetings, networking
- Soft skills trainings
- Winetasting, food events
- Theatre, music events